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Collar, $10,675, Sidney Garber, 312-944-5225; Egg Pendant, $550, sophiebuhai.com; Jump-suit, $3,295, Calvin
Klein Collection, 212-292-9000
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WHEN SOPHIE BUHAI debuted her namesake jewelry line in April, it stood out not only for its smooth, modernist shapes
but also for the material in which it was made: sterling silver.



“I’ve always worn silver and loved it,” said Ms. Buhai, previously known in the fashion world as one-half of clothing design
duo Vena Cava. “My mom wore a lot of Mexican silver and my grandmother wore a lot of Scandinavian, mid-Century silver. I
just noticed that nobody was doing solid sterling silver in simple but updated shapes.”

Her ovoid pendants and curvy cuffs have quickly gained fans, among them the museum-shop buyers at the Cooper Hewitt,
Smithsonian Design Museum in New York as well as French designer Christophe Lemaire and his partner Sarah-Linh Tran
who collaborated with Ms. Buhai on pieces for his spring 2016 collection.

Ms. Buhai’s success is just one sign of a budding renaissance for silver, particularly when the metal comes in bold,
unembellished forms. Several jewelry designers have recently adopted silver as their material of choice, and brands like
Maison Margiela and Balenciaga have begun to incorporate sleek silver-hued pieces into their jewelry collections.

Clockwise from top left: Triangular Choker, $900, lynnban.com; Charlotte Chesnais Medium Saturn Earrings,
$460, Dover Street Market New York, 646-837-7750; Silver Plated Squared Cuff, $185, miansai.com; Silver
Plated Modern Flat Cuff Bracelet, $205, miansai.com; Tom Wood Oval Marble Ring, $417, theline.com Photo: F.
Martin Ramin/The Wall Street Journal, Styling by Anne Cardenas

These new pieces represent a sort of cleaning up in the jewelry world. After so many years of delicate rose-gold and
yellow-gold pieces that beg to be layered up—and that can be a bit overwrought for conservative professional dress codes—
weighty silver offers an alternative that makes a chic but pared-back statement.

“Silver is the cotton tee, for me,” said Paris-based jewelry designer Charlotte Chesnais, who made pieces for Nicolas
Ghesquière at Balenciaga before launching her collection of subtly avant-garde serpentine cuffs and mobile-like earrings in
2015. “It’s basic, pure and simple.”

Ms. Chesnais said she finds inspiration in the starkly voluptuous 1970s-era work by Elsa Peretti for Tiffany & Co. and in
Danish silver maker Georg Jensen. One major selling point for her—and for anyone looking to invest in the look—is silver’s
excellent value. Indeed, sterling silver jewelry rarely hits the $2,000 mark, and most pieces are priced under $1,000. The
medium size of her silver Saturn hoop earrings are $460, and her double-looped Initial cuff is $1,139. “In France, silver is
considered a precious metal,” she added. “I love the idea of proposing something precious with a nice price.”

The desire to offer substance sans sticker shock also motivated New York-based designer Lynn Ban to start mixing silver
with diamonds for the tough-luxe pieces she launched her label with in 2011. Her work takes cues from armor; it’s not always
delicate. “Using gold would be cost prohibitive,” she said. For inspiration, Ms. Ban also looks to modern sculpture and art.
“You don’t see a Zaha Hadid building in gold, do you?” she said. “It’s always silver.” The metal, she added, looks “substantial
and significant.”



‘You don’t see a Zaha Hadid building in gold, do you? It’s always silver.’

New York-based stylist Vanessa Traina Snow cast doubt on the idea that a silver revival is under way, arguing that
something so classic never really goes away. Still, she’s excited about designers like Ms. Buhai, who she thinks are
reinvigorating the metal. In fact, Ms. Traina Snow worked with Ms. Buhai on a special collection—new variations on the
label’s signature Egg Pendant—to be sold at the recently opened brick-and-mortar incarnation of Ms. Traina Snow’s
e-commerce site the Line, in Los Angeles, called the Apartment.

Theirs is a simpatico relationship. Pieces like Ms. Buhai’s Egg Pendant play rather beautifully off the Line’s stock of
minimalist clothes in a classic, neutral palette. The aesthetic is discerning and distinctly chic but also more office-friendly than
say, the bohemian look of layered gold bracelets and stacked rings. That’s a welcome rarity with new trends.

Another of silver’s distinctions: It tends to look good on many different people. Mona Jensen, designer of jewelry label Tom
Wood, said she favors silver because the material favors just about everyone: “After a little wearing, it kind of melts into you.”

Ms. Jensen’s best sellers are her classic silver signet rings, whose tops are flat, plain and polished or inset with a lozenge of
marble, onyx or even gold—which Ms. Jensen occasionally wears before inevitably coming back to the icier metal. “Silver is
cooler,” she said. “If you wear too much gold and diamonds, it’s too flashy.”


